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Abstract. An atmospheric vortex engine (AVE) uses an artificially created tornado like vortex to
capture the mechanical energy produced during upward heat convection. The vortex is created by
admitting warm or humid air tangentially into a circular arena with an open top. The heat source
can be solar energy, warm sea water, warm humid air or waste heat. The AVE has the same
thermodynamic basis as the solar chimney except that the physical chimney is replaced by
centrifugal force in a vortex. The energy is produced in peripheral turbo-generators. The AVE has a
large clean and sustainable energy production potential and a small footprint. The paper describes
the proposed process and its thermodynamics basis. It then describes progress made to date and
current development plans of AVEtec Energy Corporation including economics and plans for
commercialization.
Introduction
Description. An atmospheric vortex engine (AVE) uses a controlled vortex to capture the
mechanical energy produced during upward heat convection. The vortex is created by admitting
warm or humid air tangentially at the base of a cylindrical enclosure with an open roof. The heat
source can be waste heat or solar heat, which can be derived from warm sea water or from warm
humid air. The feasibility of the concept has been demonstrated theoretically and with small scale
models, but not yet in an installation large enough to power turbines.
The scientific basis for the AVE is consistent with prevailing meteorological theory [1,2,3]. The
technology has much potential and a focused development program to demonstrate its feasibility is
being pursued by AVEtec Energy Corporation. Controlled tornadoes have the potential to produce
large quantities of clean power. The energy produced in a single hurricane can exceed the energy
produced by humans in a whole year. Harnessing a small fraction of the energy produced during
upward heat convection in the atmosphere could meet all human energy needs many times over.
An AVE will look like a natural draft cooling tower with a controlled vortex emerging from its
open top. Fig. 1 illustrates how a natural draft cooling tower might be modified to produce a
vortex [4,5,6]. A 200 MW AVE could have a diameter of 100 m and a height of 50 to 80 m; the
vortex could have a diameter of 30 m at the base and could extend to a height of up to 15 km.
Mechanical energy would be extracted from the vortex with peripheral turbines. Wet or dry heat
exchangers similar to those used in cooling towers are used to heat the air.

Fig. 1. Atmospheric vortex engine plan and side views.
The warm air enters the area within a cylindrical wall called the arena via tangential entry ducts
thereby filling the arena with spinning warm air. An annular roof with a central circular opening
forces the air entering the arena to converge. A vortex with a diameter somewhat smaller than the
roof opening forms as the air escapes through the roof opening. The lower end of the vortex is
shielded from the wind by a cylindrical tube. The entry of air into the vortex is restricted to a thin
layer next to the bottom surface. The airflow is controlled with air dampers.
The pressure difference between surrounding ambient air and the pressure at the base of the
vortex drives the turbines. The turbines are located well away from the vortex so as not to interfere
with the natural vortex process. There is no attempt to capture the kinetic energy of the air rising in
the vortex itself. The turbine exhaust can be directed either to the entrance of the tangential entry
ducts or to the center of the vortex via an opening in the center of the arena floor. There is a

possibility of improving on the natural vortex process by having some turbine exhaust directly into
the center of the vortex.
Solar Updraft Tower. The AVE has the same thermodynamic basis as the solar chimney [7]. It is,
in effect, a virtual chimney. In the AVE, the physical wall of the chimney is replaced by centrifugal
force in the vortex and the heat source is heat naturally collected in the lower atmosphere or in
warm water, or waste heat. Fig. 2 compares the solar chimney and the AVE. The efficiency of the
AVE and all solar chimneys is proportional to height. Ideal process efficiency is equal to the
difference in temperature between the bottom and the top of the chimney divided by the absolute
temperature at the bottom of the chimney. Temperature in the atmosphere typically decreases by 0.6
to 1 °C/100 m. The vertical temperature difference in the 200 m high Manzanares solar chimney
shown at the upper left was 2 °C for an efficiency of 0.6%. The electrical output was 0.2% of the
heat collected because of kinetic energy loss at the chimney exit and because of friction losses. The
central panel of Fig. 2 shows that an AVE could reach much greater height and could have an
efficiency of 20%. The AVE eliminates the need for the costly chimney and solar collector.

Fig. 2 - Solar Chimney and atmospheric Vortex Engine comparison.
Prototypes. The AVE concept was tested with 1 m and 4 m physical models. A vortex produced
with a 4 m diameter model is shown in Fig. 3. Its 0.3 m diameter vortex extended some 20 m above
the top of the model. Propane heaters were used to warm the air to 40 °C; the vortex was made
visible with saltpeter smoke emitters. A natural draft chimney is a cylinder in radial compression
which prevents ambient air from mixing with warm rising flue gas. The draft at the bottom of a
natural draft chimney is proportional to the difference in temperature between the rising warm air
and the surrounding cooler ambient air and to the height of the chimney. The diameter of the vortex

is self-regulating and adjusts itself until centrifugal force balances radial pressure differential. The
vortex acts as a chimney and transmits the draft produced by the warm buoyant air above to the
turbine below. The rising air in the vortex chimney is continuously replaced by moist/warm air
from below. The chimney and the rising air column are essentially one. Should the vortex be broken
up by a strong gust, the top part fills up from the bottom with cool air and dies out and the vortex
rebuilds from below from spinning warm air.

Fig. 3 – Convective vortex produced with 4 m diameter prototype

Potential. Cooling towers are commonly used to transfer waste heat to the atmosphere. Using
order of magnitude calculations for illustration, a 500 MW thermal power plant typically rejects
1,000 MW of waste heat. By rejecting 1000 MW of waste heat to the upper atmosphere instead of
doing it at ground level, an AVE can generate an additional 200 MW of electrical energy, thereby
increasing the net electrical output of a power plant by 40%. The AVE increases the efficiency of a
thermal power plant by reducing the temperature of the heat sink from about +30 °C at the bottom
of the atmosphere to about -70 °C at the tropopause.
In 1824 Sadi Carnot wrote: “To the flow of heat is due all movement including wind and
precipitation”. The Earth’s energy budget in Fig. 4 shows that atmosphere receives heat from the
bottom at a temperature of about 290 K and gives up heat by infrared radiation to space at an
average temperature of about 255 K; the corresponding Carnot efficiency is 12%. The green arrow
at the lower right shows that 102 W/m2 of heat is transported upward by convection. The kinetic
energy of wind is a small fraction of the mechanical energy that could be produced because
mechanically energy dissipates unless constrained. In the atmosphere, there is simply no
mechanism for capturing the energy. The Manzanares solar chimney demonstrated how a portion of
the thermal energy can be converted to mechanical energy and used to drive a turbine.

Fig. 4 – Earth’s Energy Budget
Thermodynamics
Ideal Process. Fig. 5 depicts the idealized AVE process consisting of: constant entropy expansion
processes 1-2, constant pressure heating process 2-3, and constant entropy lifting process 3-4. The
water spray whereby enthalpy is transferred from water to air in process 2-3 can represent either a
wet or dry cooling tower or the spray in a hurricane. The total energy equation

w = q - h - gz

(1)

is used to calculate the energy received and given up in each of the three processes, where w is
work, q is heat, g is the acceleration of gravity, z is height, and h is enthalpy. In the ideal process,
kinetic energy and frictional losses are assumed to be negligible. After the ideal process is
understood, the effects of irreversibilities can readily be investigated.

Fig. 5. AVE ideal process.
The work in process 1-2 drives a generator to produce electricity; the work in process 3-4 is used
to lifts the air. The key to solving the problem is realizing that the net work in process 3-4 is zero.
Given the temperature (T3) and relative humidity (U3) at state 3, the pressure at the base of the
vertical tube P3 required the make the work w34 zero is calculated by iteration. A second iteration
can be used to find the value of P4 that maximizes w12; work is maximized. State 4 corresponds to
the level of neutral buoyancy which is usually close to the tropopause.
Process Calculations. Table 1 shows sample process calculations for four cases. Properties are per
unit mass of pure air. Enthalpy (h) and entropy (s) include the contribution of water in any phase.
The Case 1 initial conditions were selected to make the work zero when there is no heat addition in
process 2-3 to provide a datum. The height of the 10 kPa level 16,570 m is typical for maritime
tropical conditions.

Table 1 - Vortex Engine Process Calculations.
Air properties:

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

P1 (kPa)
T1 (°C)
r1 = r2 (g/kg)
U1 (%)
s1 = s2 (J/K· kg)
h1 (J/kg)

101.1
25.8
16.87
80.0
241.0
68910

101.1
25.8
16.87
80.0
241.0
68910

101.1
25.8
16.87
80.0
241.0
68910

101.1
33.6
16.87
50.1
267.7
76990

P2 = P3 (kPa)
∆P12
T2 (°C)
U2 (%)
h2 (J/kg)

101.1
0
25.8
80.0
68910

97.72
3.38
22.92
92.3
65930

97.70
3.40
22.91
92.3
65920

97.73
3.37
30.6
57.6
73940

T3 (°C)
U3 (%)
r3 = r4 (g/kg)
h3 = µ3 = µ4 (J/kg)
s3 = s4 (J/K· kg)

25.8
80
16.87
68910
241.0

24.5
97
19.57
74430
269.7

30.7
57.4
16.87
73990
268.0

30.6
57.6
16.87
73940
267.7

P4 (kPa)
T4 (°C)
z4 (m)
h4 (J/kg)

10.0
-87.1
16570
-96210

10.0
-80.92
16570
-91130

10.0
-82.2
16570
-91150

10.0
-82.3
16570
-91180

Heat Input (J/kg)
Q23 = h3 - h2

0

8500

8070

8080

Work (J/kg)
W12 = h1 - h2

0

2980

2990

3050

Velocity (m/s)
v = (2 W )0.5

0

77.2

77.4

78.1

Efficiency (%)
n (%) = W12/Q23
n (%) = 1 – T4/T3

n/a
n/a

35.1
35.4

37.1
37.2

37.8
37.2

Heat source

None

26°C water
at P2

36°C dry
heat at P2

40°C dry
heat at P1

In Case 2, The temperature and relative humidity of the air in state 3 of 24.5 °C and 97%
respectively correspond to typical hurricane eyewall air conditions [8,9]. The water temperature of
26 °C corresponds to typical hurricane water temperature [10]. The calculated pressure at the base
of the vertical tube (P3) of 97.7 kPa agrees with observed category 5 hurricane eyewall pressure
measurements [8]. The calculated specific work of 2984 J/kg corresponds to a velocity of 77 m/s
which agrees with observed category 5 hurricanes maximum wind. The heat received during
process 2-3 is 8490 J/kg; the work done in process 1-2 is 2984 J/kg for an efficiency (n) of 35%.
The efficiency (n) is approximately equal to the Carnot efficiency given by: n = 1 - T4 / T3, where
T3 and T4 are the temperatures at the bottom and at the top of the vertical tube in Kelvin.
The efficiency is higher than the atmospheric average of 12% because the convection extends up to
the top of the troposphere.
Case 3 and 4 show that work can be produced with a dry heat instead of a wet heat. In Case 3
sensible heat is supplied downstream of the turbine; in Case 4 sensible heat is supplied upstream of
the turbine. The conditions in cases 3 and 4 were selected to produce approximately the same work
as in case 2. The bottom item of the table show that the heat source temperature is 26 °C in case 2,
36 °C in case 3, and 40 °C in case 4. The ability to use low temperature heat sources is valuable
since they are widely available. Approximately 35% of the heat received is converted to work
during the convection process regardless of whether the heat is received as sensible or latent heat.
The work is proportional to the heat received; doubling the heat doubles the work.
Fig. 6 shows the effect of state 3 temperature and relative humidity on state 3 pressure. For an
ambient pressure at state 1 of 101.1 kPa, a state 3 pressure of 98 kPa corresponds to a work of
2700 J/kg and to a velocity of 73 m/s; a state 3 pressure of 90 kPa corresponds to a work of
10,000 J/kg and a velocity of 140 m/s. Increasing the work of convection by 1000 J/kg requires
either increasing the temperature of the surface air by 3 °C or increasing the mixing ratio of the air
by 1.2 g/kg corresponding to an increase the relative humidity of approximately 7%. The natural
heat content of oceanic tropical surface air is usually sufficient to produce work of between 1000
and 2000 J/kg without any additional hearting. Sea surface temperatures of 26 °C are sufficient to
sustain a hurricane; tropical sea surface temperatures can be as high as 31 °C. The temperature of
power plant waste heat can be higher than 45 °C.
Heat Exchange. Heating process 2-3 is a constant enthalpy mixing process wherein the enthalpy
gain of the air is equal to the enthalpy loss of the water [10]. The final temperature of the air (T3) is
slightly lower than the water temperature. Producing 24.5 °C air at 97% relative humidity with
26 °C water requires a water to air mass mixing ratio of 0.5 to 2; air temperature increases with
mixing ratio. In hurricanes the air is repeatedly sprayed with water; the quantity of water sprayed
per unit mass of air is unknown but could well be around one kilogram of water per kilogram of air;
the water spray called spume can be quite heavy.
The energy of hurricanes is the result of upward flow in the eyewall [9]. There can be a weak
downward flow on the axis of the vortex but the downward flow in the eye is small compared to the
upward mass flux in the eyewall. The lower end of the eyewall acts like the rotor of a centrifugal
pump and entrains the air in the eye downwards. As a result the pressure at the eye of a hurricane is
smaller than the pressure at the eyewall.
Heat Source. The temperature difference between the rising air and the surrounding ambient air in
the 200 m high Manzanares solar chimney was 20 °C. To produce the same power with same flow,
a 1000 m high solar chimney would require a temperature difference of only 4 °C and a 10 km high
chimney would require a temperature difference of only 0.4 °C. The higher the chimney is, the
lower the required temperature difference is. A vortex can extend much higher than a physical
chimney and therefore can make use of lower temperature heat sources, thereby eliminating the
need for the solar collector. Thus an AVE in the tropics could be powered by warm seawater.
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Fig. 6 Effect of state 3 air temperature and relative humidity on state 3 pressure.
Isobaric lines showing the combinations of state 3 temperature (T3) and relative
humidity (U3) capable of producing a given surface pressure (P3). Based on
true-adiabatic expansion with ice, P4 = 10 kPa, z4 = 16570 m.
The temperature of saturated air decreases less rapidly as it rises than the temperature of dry air
because the heat of condensation reduces the cooling rate of the rising air. The heat source in a solar
chimney, which cannot extend high enough to reach the condensation level, has to be sensible heat.
The heat source in a vortex engine, where the vortex can extend well past the condensation level,
can be either latent heat or sensible heat. The heat source in an AVE can have a lower temperature
than the heat source in a solar chimney since the water temperature only has to be slightly higher
than the wet bulb temperature of the air. Reduced pressure at the base of the vortex further enhances
the heat transfer from water to air thereby increasing the enthalpy of the air and the power
production.
The rotation of the rising air inhibits mixing and reduces turbulence and friction losses. This
happens because when rotating air is forced inward its tangential velocity increases to conserve
angular momentum, resulting in an increase in centrifugal force which in turn pushes the air back
outward as evidenced by the smooth appearance of dust devils, waterspouts, and tornadoes. Friction
losses in large diameter conduits can be very low and inhibiting turbulence with centrifugal force
can further reduce these losses.

Capacity. Based on a specific work of 10 kJ/kg of air, a 200 MW vortex engine could have a heat
input of 1,000 MW with air and water flows of 20 Mg/s, and 40 Mg/s respectively. In a vortex
engine with 20 sectors the work and heat duty per sector will be 10 MW and 50 MW respectively.
Each sector will have a single 10 MW turbine with a diameter of 5 to 10 m. Based on a precipitation
rate of 12 grams of water per kilogram of air the precipitation would be 240 kg/s or 20,000 Mg/day.
The precipitation produced by an AVE would be small compared to that produced in natural storms.
The 20,000 Mg/day of precipitation produced by a 200 MW vortex power station will produce
rainfall rates of less than 2 mm/day when spread over an area of 10 km2.
Safety. To address concerns about safety, the AVE will be provided with numerous safety features.
Redundant air dampers and quench systems will be installed to enable rapid shutdown. The air flow
and the diameter of the vortex would ultimately be limited by the size of the tangential air entries
even if there were no air dampers. Natural vortices are rare in spite of the fact that natural heat
sources are ubiquitous. Humid air at 40 °C is not dangerous unless given a spin. Testing of large
prototypes would be restricted to remote locations and stable atmospheric conditions until the
ability to control the vortex including starting and stopping at will is demonstrated. An AVE may
reduce the likelihood of natural storms in its vicinity by reducing the heat content of surface air.

Fig, 7 – Thermal power plant and AVE combination
Location. Tropical maritime locations have the advantage of an abundant supply of warm water.
Cold climates would be attractive because a given pressure is found at lower elevation in high
latitudes. Warm dry locations would benefit from the precipitation produced by the vortex. Waste
heat from power plants is the low hanging fruit as far as heat sources are concerned; the heat is
already concentrated and utilities already pay to get rid of it. Fig. 7 shows how an AVE could be

combined with at thermal power plant. Existing costly waste heat disposal systems could be
replaced with power producing AVE's.
Future Outlook
Potential and Cost. The AVE has potential to produce large quantities of carbon free energy
because the atmosphere is heated from the bottom by solar radiation and cooled from the top by
infrared radiation. There is a potential of converting and capturing 12% of the heat carried upward
by convection to work. Fig. 8 shows that converting 12% of the 102 W/m2 of heat carried upward
by convection in the atmosphere could produce 3000 times the present world electrical energy
production. Fig. 9 shows that the energy production potential of the energy already stored in the
oceans exceeds the potential of either fossil or nuclear fuel. The energy production potential of the
AVE is far greater and cost is far less than those of conventional solar power plants because the
solar collector is the earth’s surface in its natural unaltered state. The cost of power will be less than
$0.03 per kWh; there is no fuel cost.
Providing the energy need of a city with conventional solar power plants would require an area
50 to 500 times that of the city and would make the area unavailable for other uses such as farming.
An AVE power plant does not require a solar heat collector and would have approximately the
same area as a thermal power plant of equivalent capacity. The work of convection is produced
where warm air rises and not where the heat is received. The AVE has the potential of
concentrating the work produced from heat received over a long period of time and over a large
area in a small location. Mechanical energy production is concentrated in a small location as it is for
hydraulic energy resulting in a high intensity energy source. Power production can be uninterrupted
like in a hydraulic power station; there is no need for energy storage media, as the heat is already
stored in the seas and in the warm humid air at the bottom of the atmosphere.

Fig. 8 - Energy production potential of the atmospheric vortex engine

Fig. 9 – A comparison of the Earth’s stored energy resources
Tornadoes, water-spouts, and dust-devils demonstrate that low intensity solar heat can produce
vortices that can concentrate mechanical energy into small volumes. The mechanical energy
produced by a tornado can be as much as that produced by a large thermal power plant. The AVE
produces a controlled flow of rising air and captures its energy. The AVE has the potential of
capturing the energy content of low temperature heat sources such as warm sea water. In addition to
producing energy, the AVE process could be used to alleviate global warming, to produce
precipitation, to enhance the performance of cooling towers, or to clean or elevate polluted surface
air.
Process Development. An appropriate way of developing larger scale prototypes of the AVE
would be to build and test prototypes at existing thermal power plants. The plant’s waste heat could
gradually be transferred to the vortex engine prototype; means would be provided to regulate heat
input and air flow. The development process would be safe since initial testing could take place at
low heat input and low air flow. A gas fired power plant in a non urban location with dry cooling
tower considering adding cooling capacity would be a good candidate site for an AVE prototype;
the reduced pressure at the gas turbine outlet by itself would enhance power production. The
technology could be developed without risk to existing plant operation. The prototype would be
designed per normal engineering practice by a team including: a utility, an engineering design
contractor and specialized equipment suppliers. Once vortex control has been demonstrated,
turbines could be added or the prototype could be replaced with a large AVE capable of handling
the complete plant cooling load while also producing power. The technology could be developed
rapidly since it is akin to that widely used in the cooling tower and power industry.

Fig. 10. Louis Michaud with 1.1 m model
AVEtec Research to Date. A number of indoor models with diameters of up to 1 m were
developed and tested by the inventor prior to incorporation of AVEtec in 2006. Since then, a 1.1 m
model (Fig. 10) was constructed and tested and used as the basis for a Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) computer modeling study conducted at the Alan G. Davenport Boundary Layer
Wind Tunnel at the University of Western Ontario with financial support from Ontario Centres of
Excellence. Following successful completion of that study in 2008, a 4 m diameter outdoor
prototype was constructed and tested in Petrolia Ontario (See Fig. 3). It produced a 0.3 m diameter
vortex with a height of approximately 20 m.
Current Research Activities. AVEtec is currently negotiating financial backing and government
support for a research project planned for 2013 -2014 at an Ontario academic institution that has
expertise in wind tunnels, instrumentation and data analysis. The prototype will have a diameter of
8 m, a 0.5 m diameter turbine and instrumentation connected to a data acquisition system which
also has inputs from an existing meteorological station.
Planned Development and Commercialization. The second proposed development project is a 25
m diameter prototype using the exhaust of a 10 MW simple cycle gas turbine as the heat source. It
will demonstrate that a vortex chimney can increase power production by reducing exhaust
pressure. The third development project is for a 30 m diameter version using a 50 MW gas turbine
as the heat source. It will demonstrate the ability to produce additional power from a 5 MW AVE
turbine. The fourth development project will be a larger scale (60 m diameter) version and will be
the first demonstration of an AVE as an adjunct to a steam power plant. A 200 MW thermal power
plant will discharge sufficient waste heat to drive 40 MW of AVE turbines. The plan for
commercialization anticipates one more iteration of the prototype to a 100 m diameter with a
capacity of 200 megawatts.
Economics. Our analysis indicates that commercial viability with small rates of return can be
achieved with AVEs having diameters as small as 30 m and generating as little as 5 MW of
electricity. As size is increased, rates of return increase dramatically. Our financial models indicate

that a 200 MW AVE costing about 200 million dollars will generate electricity at a cost of less than
three cents per kilowatt hour.
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